Gamma-ray burst afterglow theory
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It is by now fairly well established that gamma-ray burst afterglows result from initially relativistic outflows interacting with the medium surrounding the burster and emitting non-thermal radiation ranging from radio to X-rays. However, beyond that, many big and small questions remain about afterglows, with the accumulating amount of observational data at the various frequencies raising as many questions as they answer. In this review I highlight a number of current theoretical issues and how they fit or do not fit within our basic theoretical framework. In addition to theoretical progress I will also emphasize the increasing role and usefulness of numerical studies of afterglow blast waves and their radiation.
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1 Introduction

Gamma-ray burst (GRB) afterglows occupy a unique position among the various high-energy astrophysical outflow phenomena. They are extremely relativistic blast waves with inferred Lorentz factors $\gamma$ that can be over several hundreds, far more than those typical for active galactic nuclei ($\gamma \sim 25$) or microquasars ($\gamma \sim 5$). They are transient events that occur only once per source. And they are relatively ‘clean’, certainly when compared to the prompt emission, in that their outflows are (at least eventually) not dominated by complex large scale magnetic fields and in that their broadband emission from radio to X-rays is dominated by a single radiative process (synchrotron emission).

This picture, of course, becomes more murky the earlier one looks and the closer to the prompt emission one gets, and the more one looks in detail at the peculiarities of any given afterglow dataset. But broadly speaking, the main conceptual issues with respect to afterglow blast waves are (1) the geometry and dynamics of the hydrodynamical outflow and the structure of its environment, (2) the microphysics of shock acceleration of electrons and the generation of fields at the shock front and (3) how the previous two lead to local emission that combines and leads to a global synchrotron-type spectrum that is observable at cosmological distances. Because the blast waves move with nearly the speed of light, the bookkeeping effort in step (3) depends sensitively on the evolution of the blast wave during the timespan in which simultaneously arriving radiation is emitted from various parts of the outflow.

In this review I focus mostly on the most basic afterglow model, where a collisionless shock wave interacts with a circumburst medium. This scenario was originally predicted in the context of the fireball model [62] but is not unique to it. Even initially magnetically dominated outflows [71] or ballistic ejecta [10] will eventually lead to a blast wave of swept-up material at further distance from the progenitor. Already in its simplest form, this basic model gives rise to a wide range of observational consequences and poses a number of computational challenges. The purpose of this review is to highlight these and to identify some limitations and aspects not emphasized elsewhere. I benefit from the fact that a number of important issues regarding GRB afterglows are already reviewed elsewhere in these proceedings, such as flares, energy injection (in the context of magnetars), afterglow polarization and short GRBs.

2 Basic dynamics of a relativistic blast wave

The most basic model for the afterglow dynamics is that of an initially relativistic explosion collimated with half-opening angle $\theta_0$ and with isotropic equivalent energy $E_{\text{iso}}$ adiabatically expanding in a cold homogeneous medium of density $\rho_{\text{ext}}$. Once the blast wave has reached a radius far greater than its initial radius, i.e. $r \gg r_0$, at time
and the energy in the swept-up external mass greatly exceeds that in the initial mass of the ejecta (if any), the hydrodynamical equations for the blast wave will be functions only of $\theta_0$, $E_{\text{iso}}$, $\rho_{\text{ext}}$, speed of light $c$ and coordinates $r$, $\theta$, $t$ (assuming symmetry along $\phi$). Before the launch of Swift with its fast slewing capabilities, this was also effectively the only stage of the afterglow that was observed.

Instead of using $r$, $t$ and $\theta$, the fluid equations can be written in terms of dimensionless combinations $A \equiv rc/t$, $B \equiv E_{\text{iso}}t^2/(\rho_{\text{ext}}t^5)$, $\theta$. These variables are invariant under any transformation $E'_{\text{iso}} = \kappa E_{\text{iso}}$, $\rho'_{\text{ext}} = \lambda \rho_{\text{ext}}$, $r' = (\kappa/\lambda)^{1/3}r$, $t' = (\kappa/\lambda)^{1/3}t$ and from this straightforward dimensional analysis it follows that for a given initial opening angle $\theta_0$, the blast wave goes through exactly the same stages when explosion energy is increased (or circumburst density decreased), but at larger radii and later times. In a practical sense, this significantly reduces the parameter space for numerical simulations, to an extent that it can be fully covered and utilized for data analysis [20].

In the ultrarelativistic stage at early times there is no causal contact yet along the different angles of the blast wave since the comoving speed of sound has a finite relativistic upper limit $\beta_S = 1/\sqrt{3}$, in units of $c$. Expressed in the lab frame this speed is further reduced by a factor $\gamma$, the Lorentz factor of the flow. The flow is therefore effectively along radial lines initially and independent of $\theta$. Additionally, in the lab frame, all swept-up material is concentrated in an extremely thin shell of width $\Delta R \propto R/\gamma^2$, where $R$ the blast wave radius (here, one $\gamma$ follows from going from comoving to lab frame density, the other from Lorentz contraction of the shell width). This means that initially dimensionless coordinate $A \uparrow 1$ across the entire shell and the fluid equations end up being a function of $B$ only, implying a self-similar solution describing the fluid evolution exists at least to leading order in $1/\gamma^2$. This is indeed the case and in the Blandford-McKee (BM) solution [3] the full fluid profile is known analytically from combining the constraint of self-similarity with conservation of explosion energy within the expanding blast wave.

At very late stages the outflow becomes spherical regardless of its initial collimation and $\theta$ and $\theta_0$ drop out of the equations. The flow becomes non-relativistic as well, $A \downarrow 0$, and again a self-similar solution exists. In the Sedov-Taylor-von Neumann solution (e.g. [68]), the entire fluid profile is again known analytically and the radius of the blast wave can be immediately deduced up to a multiplicative constant just from dimensional analysis, leading to a combination of parameters identical to that for $B$.

A disadvantage of the self-similar solutions is that they do not apply to the intermediate stage of deceleration. However, it is straightforward to construct simplified dynamical models describing the entire evolution for the spherical case once one assumes that all swept-up mass is concentrated in a thin homogeneous shell near the shock front and various such models exist in the literature [59, 7, 36, 55]. The common feature of these models is that by combining the shock-jump conditions with energy
conservation, a prescription for the evolution of the blast wave Lorentz factor can be found. Since many numerical studies use an equation of state (EOS) relating pressure \( p \) to internal energy density \( e \) that approximates analytically the exact solution for a (trans-)relativistic ideal gas, it is instructive to demonstrate a shell model for one such EOS,

\[
p/(\rho c^2) = \frac{e/(\rho c^2) 2 + e/(\rho c^2)}{1 + e/(\rho c^2)};
\]

which was taken from [48] and has been applied, for example, in [79, 17, 18, 19]. Here \( \rho \) is comoving density, \( e \) does not include rest mass. The correct asymptotic limits are retrieved: \( p = e/3 \) and \( p = 2e/3 \) in the relativistic and non-relativistic case respectively. For this EOS, the general shock-jump conditions for a blast wave in a cold medium become simply (see also [72]):

\[
\rho = 4\gamma \rho_{ext}, \quad e = 4\gamma(\gamma - 1) \rho_{ext} c^2, \quad p = 4(\gamma^2 - 1) \rho_{ext} c^2 / 3,
\]

and tell us, for example, that the jump in density at the shock front \( \rho/\gamma \) will be equal to 4 throughout the entire evolution of the blast wave (see also [18]). It further follows that the width of the homogeneous shell is always \( \Delta R = R/(12\gamma^2) \), if it is to contain all swept-up mass \( M \) with density given by the jump condition. The shell volume is then given by \( V_S = M/(4\rho_{ext} \gamma^2) \). The dynamics of the shell follow from fixing the total energy in the shell (here expressed in the lab frame):

\[
E_{iso} = \tau V_S = [(\rho c^2 + e + p)\gamma^2 - p - \gamma \rho c^2] M/(4\rho_{ext} \gamma^2),
\]

leading to

\[
E_{iso}/(Mc^2) = \beta^2(4\gamma^2 - 1)/3.
\]

The ultra-relativistic limit has \( \gamma \propto M^{-1/2} \propto t^{-3/2} \), and the non-relativistic limit \( \beta \propto M^{-1/2} \propto t^{-3/5} \), as expected from the self-similar solutions. Solving the shell model reveals the enormous range of distance scales involved, which is the key numerical challenge. Simulating the deceleration of a typical BM type blast wave with \( E_{iso} = 10^{53} \) erg and \( \rho_{ext} \equiv n_{ext} m_p = m_p \) (i.e. one proton cm\(^{-3} \)) from \( \gamma = 100 \) onwards until \( \beta \gamma \sim 10^{-2} \) means going from \( 10^{17} \) cm to \( 10^{20} \) cm, while the initial shell width \( \Delta R \sim 10^{14} \) cm. Simulations therefore typically require adaptive-mesh refinement (AMR, where the grid resolution is dynamically and locally adapted leading to an effective resolution that can be orders of magnitude larger than the base grid resolution). Alternative and complementary approaches exist, such as using moving grid boundaries [49], setting up the simulation in a Lorentz boosted frame [23] or using (multi-dimensional) Lagrangian methods where the grid cells advect with the flow [39, 13, 14].

Arguably the most obvious generalization in terms of dynamics is changing the circumburst density environment to one where density depends on radius as a power
law. For long GRB’s, where the progenitors are thought to be massive stars \[76, 43\], one would expect the environment to resemble a stellar wind, \( \rho_{\text{ext}} \propto r^{-2} \), presumably generated by a Wolf-Rayet type progenitor star \[8\].

A number of authors have performed numerical studies of BM type blast waves decelerating in a stellar wind environment \[52, 46, 11\]. The effect of an environment \( \rho_{\text{ext}} = \rho_0 (r/r_0)^{-k} \) is that for higher \( k \) the blast wave takes more time to decelerate, and the characteristic time scales change accordingly \[60\]. Our shell model, for example, reaches \( \beta \gamma = 1 \) at \( t_{NR} \approx 922[(E_{\text{iso}}/10^{53})(m_p r_0^{-k}/\rho_0)(3-k)]^{1/(3-k)} \) days. The observational implication is that characteristic features (such as jet breaks, see below) will be stretched out over time. The numerical implication is that a larger grid and longer running time are required to capture the same dynamical stages. The blast wave profiles are scale invariant between energies and densities for each \( k \), although the dimensionality of \( \rho_0 \) needs to be taken into account when expressing scale invariance in terms of \( E_{\text{iso}} \) and \( \rho_0 \) \[23\].

Further generalizations to jet dynamics include adding structure to the initial outflow (e.g. \[64, 6\]), increasing the mass of the initial ejecta (as included in the original fireball model, see also e.g. \[39, 14\]) or prolonging the duration of energy injection (with initial mass and energy injecting both giving rise to a reverse shock) or taking into account complex circumburst medium structures and transitions (e.g. \[25, 26, 54, 47, 27, 30\]). When the shock dynamics are numerically resolved, it is found to be very difficult to model strong variability in afterglow light curves through circumburst medium interactions \[52, 16, 51, 30\] (although it does offer a plausible explanation for late time shallowing of the light curve, \[30\]). The explanation of afterglow flares therefore most likely requires some form of magnetic reconnection (e.g. \[31\]) or late engine activity (see e.g. \[66, 57, 45, 74\]).

## 3 Emission

If an expanding relativistic blast wave contains a non-thermal distribution of electrons and when magnetic fields are present, synchrotron emission naturally follows. Detailed theoretical analyses of the standard model basically follow \[4\], where synchrotron and synchrotron-self Compton (SSC) emission are discussed in the context of the self-similar BM solution established previously by the same authors \[3\], although that article predates the discovery of afterglows by twenty years.

The standard fireball model approach to afterglows (e.g. \[77, 65, 32\]) assumes that a non-thermal distribution of electrons with distribution \( n_e(\gamma_e) = C_e \gamma_e^{-p} \) (and \( n_e \) and \( \gamma_e \) expressed in the frame comoving with the local fluid element) is generated through shock-acceleration at the front of the blast wave. The energy distribution index \( p \) (which has nothing to do with pressure \( p \)) typically lies between 2 and 3, and the distribution cuts off below at \( \gamma_m \). If \( p \leq 2 \), the total energy density in accelerated
electrons (defined here excluding rest-mass) \( \int \frac{\gamma e}{\gamma e - 1} n_e(\gamma e) m_e c^2 d\gamma e \) diverges if no upper boundary \( \gamma_M \) is included. When it is assumed (1) that the energy density in non-thermal electrons is a fraction \( \epsilon_e \) of the available internal energy density \( e \) and (2) that a fixed fraction \( \xi_n \) of the available electrons \( n \) are accelerated (with \( n \) also the proton number density in the fluid), we can determine \( \gamma_m \) and \( C_e \). For \( \gamma_m \) (and assuming \( \gamma_M \uparrow \infty \) at the acceleration site), we obtain:

\[
\gamma_m = \frac{p - 2}{p - 1} \left( \frac{\epsilon_e e}{\xi_n n m_e c^2} + 1 \right).
\] (5)

The rest mass term on the right is usually ignored, assuming \( \gamma_m \gg 1 \). This becomes less accurate as time goes on and \( \gamma \) decreases. Even when rest mass is included, we find that the \( \gamma_m = 1 \) threshold is crossed when \( \gamma = 1 + \xi_n m_e m_p^{-1} \epsilon_e^{-1} (p - 2)^{-1} \), at which point the parametrization breaks down. At very late times, therefore, \( \xi_n \) must be smaller than unity, as is the case for supernova remnants. Alternative parametrizations of the shock-microphysics that deal with late times are possible, see e.g. [37, 18].

Following shock-acceleration, the population of electrons evolves according to

\[
\frac{d\gamma e}{dt} = -\frac{4\sigma_T \gamma_e^2}{3 \gamma m_e c} (U_B + U_{IC}) + \frac{\beta_e^2 \gamma_e}{3 n} \frac{dn}{dt},
\] (6)

assuming that the population remains confined to its fluid element [12, 32] (an assumption that can be found to be justified up to very high \( \gamma_e \) by checking the Larmor radius of the accelerated electrons). The first term on the right contains magnetic field energy density \( U_B \), photon field energy density \( U_{IC} \) and Thomson cross section \( \sigma_T \) and represents energy loss due to synchrotron and synchrotron self-Compton radiation. Energy loss due to adiabatic evolution of a fixed volume in phase space is given by the second term. The electron velocity \( \beta_e \) can safely be assumed to be 1 for a relativistic population. It is only electrons with \( \gamma_e \gg 1 \) that emit synchrotron radiation.

Once the flow becomes non-relativistic, \( e \propto n^{5/3} \) rather than \( e \propto n^{4/3} \), implying that once \( \epsilon_e \) is set to some parametrized value (typically around 0.1) at the shock front, adiabatic evolution of the relativistic electron population will cause it to evolve further downstream according to \( \epsilon_e \propto e^{-1/5} \). Since energy density decreases downstream, the relative energy content of the relativistic electrons will grow. Once radiative losses are accounted for as well, the evolution becomes even more complex. Because the adiabatic evolution induced dependency of \( \epsilon_e \) on \( e \) is only weak and because the evolution of \( \gamma_m \) is typically dictated by the adiabatic loss term only, it is usually assumed in numerical studies for the purpose of determining \( \gamma_m \) that \( \epsilon_e \) remains fixed as a fluid element advects downstream post-shock [52 [49 [79 [18 [19 [78 [11 [51].

Each individual electron emits a synchrotron spectrum peaking at

\[
\nu'_{e} (\gamma_e) = \frac{3 q_e}{4 \pi m_e c} \gamma_e^2 B,
\] (7)
measured in the frame comoving with the fluid element, with $B$ magnetic field strength and $q_e$ electron charge. The flux from an individual electron will drop exponentially at higher frequencies. In the absence of electron cooling, the local accelerated electron population as a whole will emit a synchrotron spectrum peaking at $\nu'_m \propto \gamma^2 B$ and with emission coefficients $j_\nu$ asymptoting to $j_\nu \propto (\nu' / \nu'_m)^{1/3}$ below and $j_\nu \propto (\nu' / \nu'_m)^{(1-p)/2}$ above $\nu'_m$, with the exponential cut-offs of individual electrons adding up to a power law slope. The observed global synchrotron spectrum consists of the combined emission of all regions in the blast wave and will have the same asymptotic shape. The exact shape of the local and global spectrum and the flux level at the peak depend on the amount of detail used in modeling synchrotron emission and people use both simply connected power laws (e.g. [77, 65, 79]) or detailed expressions with smooth spectral transitions based on full integration of modified Bessel functions (e.g. [32, 15, 42]).

Typically, the magnetic field required for synchrotron emission is assumed to be small scale, randomly oriented and generated at the shock front. The magnetic energy density $U_B$ is parametrized by linking it to the internal energy density according to $U_B \equiv B^2 / (8\pi) \equiv \epsilon_B \epsilon$, with $\epsilon_B$ typically of the order 0.01. This results in magnetic fields of strength $B \sim 0.6(\epsilon_B / 0.01)^{1/2}(n_{\text{ext}} / 1. \text{ cm}^{-3}) (\gamma / 10)^2$ Gauss for relativistic blast waves, much larger than what can be obtained by shock-compression by a factor of $4\gamma$ [29, 1] of an ambient circumburst magnetic field with field strength on the order of $\mu$G. In most cases, a shock-compressed ambient field is insufficient to explain the data, but some interesting exceptions exist [41, 2].

Ultimately, due to the complexity of particle acceleration and magnetic field generation at shocks, massive numerical computations of large groups of individual particles accelerating and interacting (“particle-in-cell” or PIC simulations) are important to obtain a physical understanding of the magnetic fields and non-thermal populations underlying gamma-ray burst emission (e.g. [70, 69]). These computations can then in principle be used to inform macrophysical parametrizations (e.g. $\epsilon_e$, $\epsilon_B$, $p$, $\xi_n$) and, in that way, eventually be compared to observational data. At the moment the spatial and temporal scales covered by the particle-in-cell simulations are unfortunately still limited by computer power and no convergence has been achieved for the emergent properties of the system.

Strictly speaking, a power law distribution of particles injected at the shock front will not remain a power law distribution further downstream, mainly through the effect of radiative cooling. Even when $1 / \gamma_M$ initially starts out near zero, it will evolve quickly according to eq. [6] leading to an exponential drop in flux for a local particle population beyond $\nu'_M \equiv \nu'_M(\gamma_M)$. The cut-off $\gamma_M$ can in principle be determined by comparing the acceleration time scale to the radiative cooling scale and will typically lead to $\nu'_M$ of the order GeV (e.g. [53, 51, 56]). Numerically and in simplified analytical models, cooling is often dealt with by assuming that for the purpose of calculating
electron cooling effects, a global steady state exists in the shocked plasma where above a certain electron $\gamma_c$ the radiative loss term and energy injection term due to shock acceleration are in equilibrium. This then leads to a steepening of the spectrum by $1/2$ beyond $\nu' \equiv \nu'_{c}(\gamma_c)$ when $\nu' > \nu'_m$ (“slow cooling”) and, in case $\nu' < \nu'_m$ (“fast cooling”), a spectral slope transition from $1/3$ to $-1/2$ across $\nu'_m$ and eventually to $-p/2$ beyond $\nu'_m$. The power law steepening is consistent with the emergent spectrum for local cooling, where all the exponential drops at locally different cut-off frequencies add up to a power law. The cooling break Lorentz factor $\gamma_c$ is obtained from a rough estimate where the cooling time is equated to the life time of the blast wave, leading to

$$\gamma_c = \frac{6\pi m_e c\gamma}{(\sigma_T B^2 t)}. \quad (8)$$

An alternative approach would be to solve eq. 6 along with the hydrodynamic equations. This was done analytically for the BM solution in [32], and numerically in e.g. [12, 52, 18, 73]. Locally calculated cooling will impact both the overall flux level and the sharpness of the cooling break [32, 17, 73]. The resolution required to solve the cooling locally follows from considering

$$\Delta (R - r) \approx \Delta \gamma_e^{-1} \frac{d(R - r)}{dt} \frac{3\gamma m_e c}{4\sigma_T U_b}, \quad (9)$$

which can be derived from eq. 6 assuming the fluid conditions don’t change across the hot electron region $\Delta (R - r)$. We want to resolve $\Delta \gamma^{-1}$ going from 0 to, say, the Lorentz factor associated with emission peaking at X-rays ($\nu \sim 5 \times 10^{17}$ Hz). When this is done for the shell model described previously and for typical afterglow values ($E_{iso} = 10^{53}$ erg, $n_{ext} = 1$ cm$^{-3}$, $\epsilon_B = 0.01$, $\epsilon_e = 0.1$), it is found that $\Delta (R - r)/\Delta R$ starts around 0.5 when $\gamma = 100$, decreases with $\Delta (R - r)/\Delta R \propto \nu^{-1/2} \gamma^{2/3}$ as the blast wave decelerates, plateaus at $\sim 5 \times 10^{-2}$ around $\beta \gamma \sim 1$ before decreasing again according to $\Delta (R - r)/\Delta R \propto \nu^{-1/2} \beta^{1/6}$. What this means is that although the size of the hot region is comparable to the blast wave width at high Lorentz factors, thus allowing for approximations like eq. 8 this approximation gets progressively less accurate as the blast wave decelerates. It also means that it is very challenging to numerically model local cooling by rewriting eq. 6 into an advection equation, given that the resolution requirement increases by a factor $\Delta R/\Delta (R - r)$ (but not impossible, see [12, 52, 18]; a Lagrangian approach is recommended in order to accurately detect the position of the shock front).

Note that, analytically, the same light curve power law behavior follows whether it is derived assuming a finite emission region (i.e. eq. 9) plus sharp emission cut-off or assuming emission from the full blast wave plus power law change in spectrum: the differences between the two approaches will mostly be apparent during sudden transitions in the outflow, such as a jet break or the rise of a reverse shock in the case of massive ejecta or change in the nature or the circumburst medium.
With a quantitative model for the synchrotron emission including cooling, it is possible to check one key assumption mentioned previously: that of adiabatic expansion. A calculation of the total emitted power in synchrotron emission for our shell model, global cooling and typical afterglow values, reveals this to be a safe assumption. When the blast wave $\beta \gamma$ drops to $10^{-2}$, the total energy loss is found to be about 2 percent of $E_{iso}$.

At low (typically radio) frequencies, the blast wave becomes opaque due to synchrotron self-absorption (SSA). Like the synchrotron emission coefficient $j_\nu$, the SSA coefficient $a_\nu$ can be modeled at varying levels of detail. Analytical scaling models often simply consider the asymptotic limit where the emitting volume is replaced by an emitting outer surface [65, 75]. Alternatively, an implementation of linear radiative transfer can be used [18, 50, 17, 19, 17] with either a simple power law approximation to $a_\nu$ or a more complete treatment with smooth transitions [42], which can even include the effect of electron cooling on $a_\nu$ [32].

A useful property of synchrotron spectra is that they too exhibit scale invariance between energies and between circumburst densities in their asymptotic spectral regimes [22], even when computed numerically from two dimensional simulations of spreading trans-relativistic blast waves. Although perhaps less obvious than the invariance in dynamics, this invariance amounts to the same thing and works because in the different power law regimes, additional constants with dimension entering into the flux formulae (i.e. $m_p$, $m_e$, $\sigma_T$) can be identified and grouped together, leaving the remaining terms again fixed by dimensional analysis.

It is not difficult to come up with physically plausible complications to the standard synchrotron radiation model. Synchrotron Self Compton (SSC) was already briefly mentioned above and can be expected to impact afterglows at gamma-rays and hard X-rays, especially for high blast wave Lorentz factors [67, 58]. I already mentioned pitfalls of using $\xi_N$ and $\epsilon_e$. In addition, the downstream evolution of $\epsilon_B$ depends on the nature of the magnetic field. A randomly oriented field with fixed number of field lines through the surface of each fluid element will evolve such that $\epsilon_B \propto \rho^{4/3}$, meaning that $\epsilon_B$ remains fixed only for relativistic flows [18]. A preferred direction for the field will further complicate matters, and is an issue best addressed through polarization measurements (reviewed elsewhere in these proceedings). Finally, of the standard radiation parameters, the behavior of $p$ is likely to be more complex than usually assumed. Model fits to various afterglow datasets yield a distribution of $p$ values arguably inconsistent with a single underlying universal value [9]. This would indicate that $p$ is sensitive to the physical conditions at the front of the blast wave and one would then naturally expect $p$ to evolve strongly over time within each burst as well, since the conditions across the blast wave shock front change across a wide range during the evolution of each blast wave. Although there is theoretical
support for $p$ evolution across the transrelativistic regime \[38\], the sample studied in \[9\] is mostly relativistic. Generally, Swift burst data shows no clear temporal trends or variability for the spectral index, although the error bars are usually large.

4 The jet nature of the outflow

At some point the outflow will no longer follow radial lines but bend sideways, revealing the collimated nature of the blast wave. For a blast wave initially following the BM solution, the Lorentz factor of the shock $\Gamma$, can be found to obey

$$\Gamma^2 = (17 - 4k)E_{iso}/(8\pi\rho_{ref}R_{ref}^k t^{3-k}c^{5-k}),$$

(10)

with the numerical constants following from radial integration over the BM lab frame energy density profile. A sound wave traveling along the shock front will have its radial component in the lab frame set by $\Gamma$ in order to keep up with the outward motion of the shock. Since its magnitude in the comoving frame is also known (i.e. $\beta_s = 1/\sqrt{3}$), the transverse component of the sound speed in the lab frame can be calculated to be $\beta_{S,\theta} = 1/2\Gamma$. Integrating $R\dot{\theta} = \beta_{S,\theta}'$ for a sound wave traveling at $t = 0$ from the jet edge at $\theta_0$ to the tip then yields $\Gamma_j = (3 - k)^{-1}\theta_0^{-1}$ for the shock Lorentz factor at which the tip and the blast wave as a whole begin to decelerate and a qualitative change in the nature of the flow sets in.

In the limiting case of ultra-narrow and ultra-relativistic jets, this new stage can be shown analytically to be one where the Lorentz factor drops exponentially, while the opening angle $\theta_{max}$ widens exponentially \[63, 35\] once $\theta_{max} \gg \theta_0$. This follows from the fact that a widening jet sweeps up more mass, leading to further deceleration which increases sideways expansion in the lab frame etc., leading to a runaway effect. In practice, this regime is not found to occur for jets with typical opening angles ($\theta_0 \sim 0.1$ rad, \[28\]), since by the time $\theta_{max} \gg \theta_0$ the jet is no longer in the ultra-relativistic regime. Note that e.g. for $\theta_0 \sim 0.05$, the fluid Lorentz factor of the tip $\gamma \approx 4.7$ at the onset of deceleration, leaving no room for an intermediate stage where $\gamma \ll 1/(3\theta_0\sqrt{2})$ and $\gamma \gg 1$ and $\theta \gg \theta_0$.

The slow expansion in practice of afterglow jets has been confirmed numerically by various authors \[33, 79, 17, 19, 78, 11, 21\]. A phase of exponential expansion can be found \[44\] for jets with $\theta_0 \ll 0.04$, but these simulations require a special approach such as a boosted frame due to the requirement $\gamma \gg 1/\theta_0$ for the initial conditions discussed previously. Advanced analytical models incorporate a smooth transition between the exponential and logarithmic stages of spreading \[78, 34\] (see also \[21, 44\]).

The jet nature of the blast wave will become apparent to an observer in two ways, both leading to a steepening of the light curve. On the one hand, due to strong relativistic beaming, an observer originally only sees a small patch of the blast wave
surface. Once the blast wave has decelerated sufficiently, and the relativistic beaming cones (with width $\theta \sim 1/\gamma$) have widened sufficiently, this patch will have grown to include the edge of the blast wave and a lack of emission from beyond the edges will cause the observed flux to decrease more steeply. On the other hand, the decrease in beaming due to the additional deceleration caused by the spreading of the jet will also lead to a steeper decrease of the observed flux. Since jet spreading is not as extreme as originally thought, both effects contribute noticeably and the first effect is not overwhelmed by the second. A specific consequence of this is that the shape and onset of the jet break become different even for small changes in observer angle, even when still within $\theta_0$. As opposed to the second, dynamical, cause for the jet break, the onset and completion of the first effect depend on the angle between observer and outer edges (i.e. on $\theta_0 \pm \theta_{\text{obs}}$) rather than on $\theta_0$ alone. This implies that jet breaks are stretched out over time and often do not become fully clear until sufficient time has passed, which might be beyond the capabilities of Swift to observe. This provides a natural explanation [17] for the lack of clear jet breaks detected by Swift [40, 61].

5 Comparison to data

Ultimately, we wish to compare between model and data. A number of approaches are possible. One can fit basic functions, such as (smoothly broken) power laws to the various bands and subsequently interpret these. Or one can directly fit analytical or simulation-derived synthetic light curves. The latter has the advantage of potentially getting the most out of the data, but the number of free parameters of the standard afterglow model ($E_{\text{iso}}$, $\theta_0$, $\rho_0$, $\epsilon_e$, $\epsilon_B$, $\xi_N$, observer angle $\theta_{\text{obs}}$) can be problematic. Full broadband afterglow datasets covering the full range from radio to X-rays (and thus all spectrum regimes) are very rare. Solutions are to either add constraints to the model (e.g. $\epsilon_B \equiv \epsilon_e$ or $\xi_{N} \equiv 1$) or carefully study the probability distributions of the various fit parameters in order to determine what is and what isn’t constrained. A Bayesian approach is well suited to this task (see e.g. the contributions by B.B. Zhang and by Ryan elsewhere in these proceedings), and would, for example, naturally bring out the extent to which the degeneracy between $\xi_N$ and other model parameters [24, 42] is broken by the strict upper limit of 1 on $\xi_N$.
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